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Edit Share community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Non-SRD, try here or search. Return to magic item list This site is available thanks to the contributions of patrons on Patreon. If you find these tools helpful, please consider supporting this site. Even just disabling your adblocker will help
(it's just text and plain image ads I promise). Becoming a protector will upgrade your account to premium, giving you no ads and more features. Shout outs: Stacey, John Patrick Callahan Jr., Gordon Alexander Fallon, and Max Puplett. Their contribution sits as a beacon of hope for all adventurers! The prices listed in
DMG/XGtE are guidelines for a DM to come up with their own prices if items are on sale. As you said, the 5th Edition did away with the old Magic Item Economy where, if you had the gold, you could just buy a magic item. In short, unless DM says otherwise, magical items just aren't for sale. Unless you decide that your
campaign is working differently, most magical items are so rare that they are not available for purchase. DMG Chapter 7 The rules that include rebalancing this to where it 'makes sense' as is the case with Plate Armor of Gleaming mentioned here You may decide that some items also require special materials or locations
to be created. DMG Chapter 6, Crafting a Magic Item In which case, like DM, you can easily say Well, to make the plate Armor of Gleaming, you ... Well... need some plate armor. Then there are the Xgp material cost of actually enchanting it. So, Gleaming Plate Armor costs the price of a suit made of sheet metal, plus
the cost of enchantment.
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